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1 SUMMARY
Australia’s winemakers produce more wine than the domestic market can
consume, resulting in a heavy reliance (>60%) on exports to high volume
markets like the United States, whilst imports to Australia have tripled. Falling
global demand in the last decade for Australian wines lead the industry peak
body, Wine Australia (WA) to publish its 2014 ‘Strategic Plan 2015-2020’.

This plan highlighted a need to increase demand, the premium being paid and
competitiveness in global markets to facilitate industry health. This was in
response to reports by the Winemakers Federation of Australia (WFA) of 85%
unprofitable production in the industry and the continued fall in exports to key
markets like the US and UK.

The US, the world’s largest wine market and Australia’s largest export market
by value, is trending towards premiumisation, with value increasing faster than
volume. Australian exports to the US rank second largest by volume but only
eighth by value, averaging <USD$4/l free on board (FOB). These figures
suggest that Australian luxury wine (ALW) (>USD$20 retail per 75cl bottle) is
critically underrepresented in its most important export market.

Research was undertaken in key US States through surveys and interviews
with importers in an effort to understand and review the drivers, preferences
and requirements of the country’s luxury wine market, and identify avenues
and mechanisms for growing ALW representation. The findings of this
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research identified various actions that ALW producers could undertake to
improve both volume and value market share. These include correcting
Australia’s luxury offering, presence and quality of in-market communication.
The study derives recommendations for modification to enhance ALWs’
relevance, perception and performance in the US marketplace.
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2 INTRODUCTION
“A luxury product is rooted in culture; it comes along with a small
fragment of its native soil.”
(Kapferer and Bastien, The Luxury Strategy, p. 14)

The above quote articulates the essence of luxury wine, however ALW’s
image in the United States is far removed from such recognition. Over the
past decade, a strong Australian Dollar during the global financial crisis, a
damaging and one-dimensional marketing strategy focusing on generic
promotion, large stocks sold on export markets at unprofitable prices (a result
of rapid vineyard expansion) and a fashion swing against Australian wines
have compounded the demise of Australian wine recognition and market
share (Anderson, 2014, p.26) in this important market.

The hypothesis of this study is that prospects for export growth of ALW may
be improved in the US through greater understanding of US luxury market
demands and trends. ALW is defined per Wine Australia’s (WA) Wine Facts
(2013), as wines priced at AU$25 per 75cl bottle and above in the Australian
market or the equivalent of AU$10/l FOB and above for exported wines, or
USD$20 per 75cl bottle and above1 retail (WA 2013, p.1).

Australia’s image in its greatest export market is that of a low-cost commodity
producer (WFA 2015). For ALW producers to effect change, an understanding
of the luxury needs of US importers and of competitor activity is essential to
1

Fine and/or Luxury wine is defined as US$20+ per 75cl bottle retail according to US wine
industry analyst Silicon Valley Bank, Wine Market Council and producers Treasury Wine
Estates (Shanken 2015-2016)
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increasing ALWs’ market presence and improving its image – and ultimately
impacting the health of the Australian wine industry.

Australia’s largest export market by value and volume is the US; however,
Australian exports to the US average under US$4/l FOB, positioned second in
volume but eighth by value (Bailey, 2014, p.10). Globally, ALW exports are
worth AU$480 million annually, a 25% value share of wine exports – of which
only 7% is to the US (WEAR, 2016, p.6).

Despite these figures, there are signs that the market offers opportunities for
ALW in the US. The predicted demographic changes in the US over the next
two decades suggest wine consumption will grow considerably faster than
overall population (Anderson, 2014, p.24). Most importantly, according to
Silicon Valley Bank (SVB), is the continued ‘trading-up’ occurring in the US
wine market, the continued increase in the value of imports and current trend
toward premiumisation2, and strengthening of the US dollar (SVB 2016).
Value is increasing faster than volume in this market (Demeter Group, 2014,
p.4).

WA’s US market research has addressed the premium category (<A$9.99/l
FOB) but not how to increase the lucrative luxury category or the suitability of
ALW offerings in the market (Grape & Wine Research Development
Corporation 2013). Based on reviews of current reports and trends, this study

2

Premiumisation is described as a demand for better quality and more expensive/special
variants within a category (Drinks Business 2012)
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aims to determine how to grow ALW market share in the US by understanding
the needs and perceptions of the importers, gatekeepers to market.

Background data was gathered via an industry literature review, as well as
exploratory interviews with key US and Australian wine trade representatives
to inform the concerns surrounding ALW and provide relevance to the
importer survey and interviews. Exploratory trade interviews identified the
leading impediments to ALW as structural: a maturing of the US wine market
and desire for increased diversity of offering, US economic stabilisation, WA’s
lack of focus on premiumisation or on restrained regional styled producers.
The literature review benchmarked ALWs’ place in both domestic and major
export markets, the premiumisation trend in the US market, ALWs’ position
and activity in the market; it also identified leading competitors to ALW in the
marketplace.

The research targeted the six US states that comprise more than 50% of US
imports. These key market states combined represent the largest share of
wine consumption by volume and value3. The importer survey data identified
ALWs’ key competitors in the marketplace, current representation and
positioning, whilst determining US importer preferences and market trends
that would facilitate ALW growth in the market.

Within its time and space constraints, findings of the study have produced a
current market share perspective for ALW in six key import markets in the US
along with a summary of importer challenges, market drivers and
3

BIG, Wine Handbook, 2015, p.23 identified California (18%), New York (9%), Florida (8%),
Illinois (4.5%), New Jersey (4.5%) and Texas (4.5%) as holding the largest share of wine
consumption by volume and value, and combined comprise more than 50%of US importers.
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recommendations on how ALW producers can address these to effect greater
market share and improved sales.

The research was undertaken between October 2014 and January 2016, and
the results correspondingly focus on the situation within this time span.
Developments subsequent to the completion of the research are considered
in Appendix A.
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3 INDUSTRY LITERATURE REVIEW AND BACKGROUND
3.1 Australian Wine Exports
3.1.1 Overall Exports
Australia regularly exports nearly two-thirds of its annual wine production. The
Wine Export Approval Report (WEAR) 2016 identified a trend towards
premiumisation in international markets with value rising faster than volume
(WA, 2016, p.1). Growth was strongest at the highest price points and the
average value of bottled exports reached its highest level since 2004. In
2014–2015, 60% of production was sent abroad, and FOB exports rose by
14% in value to AU$2.1 billion in 2016 (WEAR, 2016, p.4).

Recent changes in the marketplace including Free Trade Agreements (FTA)
and depreciating Australian currency had significant positive impacts in wine
export growth in 2015, with bottled wine a key driver of the export success
(WEAR, 2016, p.4). In 2015, wine was exported to 122 destinations, with 87
experiencing an increase in exports, including Australia’s top five markets
(WEAR, 2016, p.6).

Australia’s top 5 export
Export market value in AU$
Export value increase –
countries by value
year end 2015
United States
$443,000,000
+4%
United Kingdom
$376,000,000
+0.2%
China
$370,000,000
+66%
Canada
$193,000,000
+7%
Hong Kong
$132,000,000
+22%
Table 3.1 - Australia’s top five export markets in 2015 by value. (WEAR 2016)
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3.1.2 Key export markets for ALW
Export markets account for 80% of ALW sales (WEAR, 2016, p.4).
In 2015, the export value of bottled wine increased 17% to AU$1.6 billion,
driven by demand in the ALW price segment which rose 35% to AU$480m
(WEAR, 2016, p.4). In 2016 WA recorded global growth of ALW in 64 of 97
countries – China was the primary driver (Fig. 3.1).
$500,000,000
$450,000,000
$400,000,000
$350,000,000
$300,000,000
$250,000,000

Total export Value

$200,000,000

ALW value

$150,000,000
$100,000,000
$50,000,000
$0
United United China Canada
States Kingdom

Hong
Kong

Figure 3.1 - Top five countries for AU exports in 2015 by value in AU$ (WEAR 2016)

Figure 3.1 shows ALW exports as under-represented in Australia’s key
volume markets. Table 3.2 identifies the value increase shown as a
percentage of 2014 ALW exports, positively all key markets show some
growth.
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ALW (A$10+) Exports by
Percentage increase in
Value of ALW exports in
country
2015
2015 in AU$
United States
16%
$30,000,000
United Kingdom
3.6%
$22,000,000
China
93%
$147,000,000
Canada
15%
$24,000,000
Hong Kong
6%
$95,000,000
Table 3.2 - AU luxury wine export-value increases in 2015 for top five export countries
(WEAR 2016)

China is the third-largest market for Australia’s total wine exports, but the
largest for ALW (Table 3.2). All but two weeks of China’s ALW growth was
recorded before the FTA came into force (WEAR, 2016, p.8). China and Hong
Kong combined constitute 50% of ALW export sales.

In the US and UK, Australia’s two most important export markets by volume
and value, ALW is, combined, just 11% of total exports (Fig 3.2).

% share of total ALW exports in 2015
7%

4%
United States 7%

34%

United Kingdom 4%
China 30%
30%

Hong Kong 20%
Canada 5%
Other 34%

5%

20%

Figure 3.2 - Top five import countries’ share (%) of total ALWs to export market (WEAR 2016)
ALW - AU$10+/l FOB

At the 2016 Australia Day tasting in London, WA’s chairman Walsh identified
the “need to improve Australia’s fine wine image,” (Mercer, 2016, para. 7).
The WFA (2015) believes the US remains a substantial but largely unrealised
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opportunity for ALW, acknowledging that Australia’s image in the US
continues to be that of a low-cost value producer, largely because 95% of
Australian exports to the US are below AU$4/l FOB (WFA, 2015, p.7).
However, WA (2016) reported promising US growth as total export value
increased 4% to AU$443 million; value increase reflected the ALW growth of
16% and a rise in average bottle (75cl) value rose by 7% to AU$3.62/l FOB
(WEAR, 2016, p.9).

ALW segments
Percentage increase
Amount in AU$
A$10.00 to A$19.99
12%
$19 million
A$30.00 to A$39.99
100%
$3.4 million
A$50+
57%
$3.8 million
Table 3.3 – Largest growth segments for ALW >AU$10+/l FOB exports to the US in 2015
(WEAR 2016 p.9)

In summary, while small in volume at 3% of total volume exported, the value
of the ALW segment is worth 25% of total export value, thus vital to industry
health.

3.2 ALWs’ place in the domestic market
The domestic market is important to Australia’s wine industry, accounting for
40% of sales (WFA, 2015, p.7). However, domestic sales have remained flat
since 2011, facing increasing pressure from imports, particularly from New
Zealand (NZ), but also France, Italy and Spain (WFA, 2015, p.7).
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Retail price of

Luxury imports

Luxury imports

ALW value

ALW value

luxury wine

value 2013

value 2014

2013

2014

$12.00-$15.99

$13,800,000

$14,300,000

$48,700,000

$48,700,000

$16.00-24.99

$7,100,000

$7,900,000

$11,300,000

$12,000,000

>$24.99

$4,600,000

$5,300,000

$9,600,000

$10,600,000

Table 3.4 - Retail value (AU$) of imported and domestic wine in 2013 and 2014 by price
category (WA 2015)

High prices are an efficient means of signalling a high-quality product
(Bagwell and Riordan, 1991, p.224). Since the millennium, imports have risen
from 3% to 15%, with luxury imports to Australia increasing in 2014, causing
competition with the ALW segment (Table 3.4 and Figure 3.3). Beckert and
Musselin (2013, p.13) argued that quality classifications based on a
philosophy of terroir lead to price differentiation in the marketplace better than
those based on medals.

60,000,000
50,000,000
40,000,000
A$12.00-$15.99

30,000,000

A$16.00-$24.99
20,000,000

>A$24.99

10,000,000
0
Imported
wine 2013

Imported
wine 2014

Australian
wine 2013

Australian
wine 2014

Figure 3.3 - Retail value (A$) of Australian and imported wines 2013-2014 by price category (WA 2015)
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3.2.1 Australia’s lack of diversity
In an increasingly competitive environment, both domestically and abroad,
differentiation by region and grape variety is a limited approach to increasing
sales (Anderson, 2014, p.55). Anderson (2014) argued that, especially since
2000, the Varietal Similarity Index (VSI) 4 reveals that the varietal
distinctiveness of Australia vis-à-vis the rest of the world and the varietal
differentiation between regions are far less than for other countries.

South Australia (SA) contributed 70% of exports and accounted for 47% of the
1.5 million tons Australia crushed in 2015 – more than double any other
region (Anderson, 2014, p.51). Shiraz and Chardonnay (23% each)
accounted for more than double the amount of the next most crushed
varieties: Cabernet Sauvignon (12.5%) and Sauvignon Blanc (5%) (WFA,
2015, p.3). Demeter Group (2013, p.12) concluded Australia’s growing
regions are too broadly defined and not consistently matched to their optimal
varietals.

Currently, French varieties account for 80% of Australian plantings whereas
Spanish varieties comprise less than 3%. In the 1950s, Australia’s plantings
were 20% French and 50% Spanish (Anderson, 2015, p.56). The increased
reliance on French varietals means varietal differences between Australian
regions are more muted than in other countries, despite the large differences
in regional growing conditions. It has been argued that this lack of diversity

4

Varietal Similarity Index captures the extent to which a region’s mix of planted wine grape
varieties differs from the global average mix (Anderson, 2010).
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has created opportunity for imports while reducing Australia’s competitiveness
and appeal in the global wine market (Anderson, 2014, p.57).

3.2.2 Australia’s wine taxation
Australia’s rate of wine consumer taxation is high, specifically when
compared with significant wine producing/exporting countries (Anderson,
2014, p.51). This is especially true at higher price points, because Australia’s
Wine Equalisation Tax (WET) is ad valorem (29% of the wholesale price)
rather than specific in cents per litre of alcohol, impeding ALW sales (WFA). In
2012, Australia’s wholesale tax per standard drink was the same as NZ’s for
commercial premium wines (22 cents), but higher at any price above
AU$7.50/l. This compares with zero in Argentina, 3 cents in South Africa, 5
cents in the United States, and 6 cents in Canada — and just 1 cent in France
(Anderson, 2014, p.51).

ALW export growth is deterred by the producer rebate on WET paid, available
on the first AU$1.7 million of sales each year. This WET rebate particularly
discourages Australia’s small luxury producers from exporting, as exported
wine is not eligible for the rebate, ensuring Australia’s largest producers
dominate international markets. (Walsh, 2015, pers comm.).

WFA (2015) argues Australia’s export prospects depend on favourable
exchange rates. The recent devaluation of the Australian dollar has improved
export prospects and renders imports into Australia are less competitive.
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3.3 The US wine market in 2015
Rabobank’s (2015) Wine Quarterly identified the US, with its 23 consecutive
years of growth (Thach, 2016, para 2), as the most attractive major market for
producers targeting premium wine sales, offering both opportunity for growth
and acceptable margins.

During the recession of 2008, distributors began consolidating their books and
themselves, resulting in increased brand congestion among distributors’
portfolios. The SVB (2016) report revealed that in 1995, there were 3,000
active distributors in the US market; in 2015, that number had fallen to 700.
Comparatively, registered importers numbered 1582 (Best Wine Importers,
2015) while ten distributors control 70% of the US market share (Impact
Databank, 2015).

3.3.1 The US market’s imported wine trends
America’s low wine consumption, currently 40% of legal drinking age adults,
compared with 70% in developed markets, suggests wine market growth will
continue (Wine Intelligence, 2014, p.36). While domestic production
constitutes the majority of the US market, imports are improving due to the
strengthening US dollar and premiumisation trends (Table 3.5).

Origin of wine

US retail market share

Growth in 2015

Californian (CA) wines

60%

2%

US wine other than CA

9%

5%

Imported wines

31%

6%

Table 3.5 - US wine retail market share and growth in 2015 (Fredrikson 2016)
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Italy is the largest importer by volume of bottled (75cl) wine to the US,
followed by Australia, France, Argentina and Chile. Bottled French imports
represent the highest value per litre of all imported countries (US$9.25) and
Australia the lowest (US$3.56) (Table 3.6).

Bottled

‘000,

US$’000,

imports

litres

2015

US$/litre,
2015

2015

Italy

189,361

1056,415

5.58

France

75,638

699,770

9.25

Australia

81,972

292,186

3.56

Argentina

45,548

223,297

4.90

28,124

222,085

7.90

Spain

34,350

184,286

5.36

Chile

44,631

172,739

3.87

South Africa

6,856

35,807

5.22

New Zealand

Table 3.6 - Top wine imports to US by country 2015 by volume, value and US$/l
(http://www.uiv.it/wine-by-numbers/)

McMillan (2016) foresees fine wine imports continuing to take a larger share
of the US marketplace in 2016. Wine Market Council (WMC) president
Gillespie revealed the number of high frequency wine consumers (HFWC)5
has surged and now accounts for 35% of the wine-drinking population (WMC,

5

Defined as those drinking wine at least several times a week (Wine Market Council)
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2015). Ongoing gains in the premium segment of the wine market indicate a
maturing of US wine markets. Specifically, high-end wine buyers6 now
account for 36% of the HFWC population, compared with 21% five years ago.
All high-end buyers are also HFWC (Gillespie, 2015).

Past 3 month purchases of imported wine by country
of origin (Base: high frequency consumer)
South Africa 17%
New Zealand 29%
Argentina34%
Chile 34%
Spain 40%
Australia 43%
France 53%
Italy 62%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

Figure 3.4 – High-frequency wine consumer purchasing behaviour in US (Wine Market
Council, Nov 2014)

Figure 3.4 identifies the frequency of imported wine purchases by HFWCs
(WMC, 2015). However, Australia’s wines ranked the lowest in quality among
the twelve top import countries in a WMC poll of HFWCs (WMC, 2015).

3.3.2 Premiumisation of the US wine market
The 2015 State of the Wine Industry report acknowledged that, starting in
mid-2014, 75cl fine wine bottles priced above US$20 retail had performed
strongly; the 2016 report confirmed ‘trading up’ is still a clear trend. Growth of
15% was seen in the fine wine7 segment in 2015 and predicted to grow 9-13%

6

Defined as those frequently reaching for bottles priced above US$20 retail (WMC)
There is no agreed-upon reference point in the industry for the term “fine wine”. SVB uses
$20 a75cl bottle retail as a definition, because it has access to several databases with a
breakpoint at $20 or more. (SVB 2016)
7
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in 2016 (SVB, 2016, p.7). The SVB reported large producers, such as
Treasury Wine Estates, were acquiring premium wineries to position
themselves for premium brand development (SVB, 2016, p.40).

3.4 Australia and its competitors’ premiumisation efforts in the
marketplace
In 2014, the US remained the leading EU export market, representing 24.7%
of the total volume and 29.5% of the total value (Table 3.7). It was the largest
value export market for EU partners: Italy (US$1.5 billion), France (US$2.4
billion) and Spain (US$237 million) (Gain, 2015, p.12). These three EU
nations, particularly France, are Australia’s leading competitors in the US
marketplace (Table 3.6).

EU exports

Million litres

Million US$s

Country

2012

2013

2014

2012

2013

2014

US

538

525

523

3,182

3,395

3,518

Japan

163

155

150

989

1,030

972

Canada

188

174

171

986

1,021

951

China

257

197

220

980

875

855

Hong Kong

29

26

27

772

765

732

Table 3.7 - Top 5 export markets for EU wine, by volume and value (Gain, 2014)

3.4.1 Australia and its competitors’ marketing spend
Between 2009 and 2013, the EU spent €522 million promoting wine outside
the EU (European Court of Auditors (ECA), 2014, p.21). That supplement
alone is equivalent to 0.6 Australian cents per litre of EU wine produced. EU
promotional funding has been increased for 2014-2018 by 121% to
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€1.15bn/p.a. (ECA, 2014), raising Europe’s investment to around 1.3 cents
per litre, six times the amount allocated by Australia.

Producer

2015 marketing funds

2015 spend per litre

France

€280,500,000

1.6 cents

Italy

€334,000,000

1.5 cents

Spain

€353,000,000

1.2 cents

Australia

A$5,700,000

0.2 cents

Table 3.8 - Promotional funding by production volume 2015 (ECA 2014 and WA 2016)

Anderson (2015) argues that the WA budget for generic promotion is
inconsequential relative to the value of national production and the extent of
expenditure by European competitors. In 2012-13, Australia’s expenditure on
generic promotion was barely AU$9 million, equivalent to 0.2% of the value of
production – Bordeaux alone spent AU$23 million, or 3.3 cents per litre in the
same period (Anderson, 2014, p.62).

The Bureau Interprofessional Vin Bourgogne, Inter-Rhône, and Conseil
Interprofessional Vin Bordeaux (CIVB) 2015 annual reports all identify the US
as a priority market for continued promotional funds to ensure overall growth
in 2016. The US was the number one market for French wines in 2015, with a
25% increase in value (Kakaviatos, 2016).
US market advisor for the CIVB, Gorman MW, acknowledged that Bordeaux
receives €25m to split between the global priority markets; the US is allocated
18% for 2016 promotional activity (Gorman MW, 2016, pers comm.).

WA’s Director of Marketing, Barclay acknowledged that Australia’s marketing
budgets are very limited and rely on user-pays funding for the bulk of
© Institute of Masters of Wine 2016
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activities. In 2015, additional funding was sourced in order to drive short-term
investments like the Market Entry Programme in the US, to which participating
Australian producers pay AU$10,000 (Barclay, 2016, pers comm. 2016)
(Appendix B, WA US user-pays event costs for 2016). However, the number
of Australian producers exporting to the US continued to decline in 2016 to
449, down from 522 in 2014 and 601 in 2011 (Wine Titles, 2016).

Walsh (2015) suggests that Australian wineries, particularly small producers,
do not fully utilise the government’s Export Market Development Grants
(EMDG)8. Currently, WA is lobbying the government to double the number of
grants available in an effort to encourage producers to be more active in
export markets (Walsh, 2015, pers comm.).

3.4.2 Education – A focus in the US market
According to the Wine Opinions (2015) report for the Australian wine sector,
98% of US trade survey responses stated that trade tastings were ‘very
important’ (74%) or ‘somewhat important’ (24%) promotional activities.
Australia's US market tastings are underrepresented, especially in
comparison with competitor trade regional bodies (Table 3.9).

Tastings

Italy

2015-16

15

Bordeaux Burgundy

22

15

Rhône

Spain

Australia

16

36

8

Table 3.9 - US trade tastings held or scheduled in 2015-16 for Australia and its competitors

8

The EMDG scheme aims to encourage small and medium sized Australian companies to develop
export markets by reimbursing up to 50% of eligible export promotion expenses above $5,000 provided
expenses are at least $15,000. Eight grants are available to each applicant. (Senate 2015)
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Australia’s major trade council competitors in the US all identify the US as a
key market of focus for 2016, with trade education programmes identified as
the main marketing tool.

Australia’s global budget for educational spending increased in 2015 to
AU$100,000, according to the WA Director of Education. The Sommelier
Immersion Programme (SIP) is the primary education platform utilised by WA
- a seven-day regional tour of Australia, funded by participating wineries and
regional councils for AU$10,000 per visitor.

Regional competitor

Education programme

US participation

History, evolution,

150 trade in US

Wine Australia
Masterclass tastings x 3

revolution programme
Sommelier Immersion

Trade familiarisation to

Programme in Australia (7

participating Australian

days)

wine regions

9 people US

Table 3.10 – Australian US market education programme

Australia is clearly lacking investment in education compared to its key market
competitors (Tables 3.10 and 3.11 below)
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Regional competitor

Education programme

US participation

Italy in Verona

Vinitaly International

4 key US markets

2014/15

Academy (VIA) - Certified

5 US – 32 global

5–day certified

Ambassador -

4 US – 25 global

programme

Certified Expert –

1 US – 2 global

Vinitaly Buyer Trip

Verona w/ Levi Dalton

20-30 buyers

France in Bordeaux

Bordeaux Independent

200 educators in 2014

2014/15

Educator and/or

31 US

5-day certified

Ambassador

2 US

France in Burgundy

Bourgogne Educator

13 US – 33 global

5-day certified

in Burgundy

programme

Sommelier certification

Guild of Sommeliers US

Over a month x 3 times

3 US cities

150 trade in 3 cities

Wines of South Africa

Cape Wine Sommelier

22 buyers from US

5-day programme

competition/familiarisation

4-day programme

Cape Wine Auction

20 buyers from US

Napa Valley Vintners in

Napa Certified Educator

30 people

Napa Valley

Napa Sommelier

30 people

5-day certified

Retailer Boot Camp

50 people

programmes

Steakhouse Summit

50 people

Oregon Wine Board

Oregon Pinot Camp

250 trade

5-day programme

Oregon Chardonnay &

150 trade & consumers

2-day programme

Pinot Noir Celebration

350 trade & consumers

programme

Table 3.11 - Competitor US market education programmes
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4 EXPLORATORY TRADE INTERVIEWS
4.1 Introduction
The broader US wine trade was consulted through semi-structured interviews
about the market for luxury wines as a whole, Australian wines in the US and
ALW specifically. From October 2014 to December 2015, more than 25
consultative interviews were conducted with a cross-section of the wine trade:
key roles within the trade were interviewed, such as buyers, directors,
distributors, media and sommeliers. A representative and authoritative sample
was also sought from among ALW producers from major wine-producing
regions, including winemakers, winery owners, market managers and export
directors. WA directors and US market consultants were interviewed.
(Appendix C provides a list of names, positions and dates of interviews).

Interviewees answered a standard set of 15 questions but were also permitted
to introduce new topics; these provided in-depth qualitative data for thematic
coding (See Appendix D for list of questions). Interviews were conducted in
person or by Skype and averaged 45 minutes. Interviews were digitally
recorded and coded thematically with any terms (including synonyms)
mentioned more than three times being included; the most commonly
occurring themes provided the framework for research survey questions.

Interviews confirmed that despite the US having 50 markets of distribution, the
main trade influencers9 were primarily present in the six key states, namely
California, New York, New Jersey, Florida, Illinois and Texas. The 818
9

In this context, “influencers” meant acknowledged wine experts for the US market (media,
master sommeliers and masters of wine, influential distributors and importers).
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importers registered in these states provided a cohesive and in-depth market
assessment of the US marketplace10.

None of those included in the exploratory interviews were included in the
survey research.

These preparatory interviews aimed to achieve the following:


Confirm the main issues for focus



Highlight unanticipated areas of interest



Provide commercial context and inform the sampling strategy



Assist in the formation of the tailored questionnaire sent to
importers



Contextualise results and analysis.

4.2 Findings from the exploratory interviews
Though anecdotal, several significant findings emerged from the exploratory
phase and many were consistent with findings in the literature review. Table
4.1 identifies the most commonly occurring themes by the US and Australian
trade concerning ALW.

10

BIG, Wine Handbook, 2015, p.23 identified California (18%), New York (9%), Florida (8%),
Illinois (4.5%), New Jersey (4.5%) and Texas (4.5%) as holding the largest share of wine
consumption by volume and value, and combined comprising more than 50% of US
importers.
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US trade commonly occurring themes

AU trade commonly occurring themes

Lack of media support and voice in trade

US trade doesn’t understand AU wine

Small AU producers show restraint and

Listings in US and UK are prestigious and

freshness, more cool climate wine needed

important to global brand building

AU is mostly large commodity producers

US is too expensive, loss of WET rebate

AU is hot climate, high alcohol wines

Market is too big to work, no interest from US

South AU Shiraz is tired, one-dimensional

US market is too large and confusing

Sales staff are not brand builders

WA needs to engage media more

AU producers are absent from the US market

WA needs more people in the US

Table 4.1 – Most commonly occurring themes from trade interviews

Findings from exploratory interviews with US trade:
1. ALW is recognised as an important emerging category among
tastemakers, but lacks a media voice and ambassadorial presence and
a range of offerings that engage these voices. MS Williamson said,
“Australian producers seem to have no relationship or engagement
with US media’s modern tastemakers like Asimov or Bonnet.”

2. Half said the current Australian wine offering is ‘tired’ and dominated by
low-cost wines and large commodity producers or expensive concocted
wines. Raj Parr, wine director for the California’s Mina Group, said,
“Australia is still thought of as manufactured big-brand wines. Gary
(Jamsheed Wines) showed me a style that made me pause and think
maybe Australia can create a more balanced and restrained old-world
style.”

3. A severe lack of understanding surrounds Australia’s regional and
climatic diversity, resulting in a misunderstanding of the variety of
© Institute of Masters of Wine 2016
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styles produced. Sommelier Wilson from Eleven Madison Park in NYC
said, “Until the SIP trip to the Yarra Valley, I had no idea how cool
Australian wine regions could be, rather ignorantly I didn’t pack a single
sweater and the spring weather was as cool as Oregon’s!”

4. All distributors interviewed advised that they are not interested in
building brands (unless they have a part ownership; for example,
Jackson Family with Yangarra Estate or Deutsch with Yellowtail).
Drukker of Empire in NYC said, “My sales staff do not have time to
build brands, producers need to spend time working the market.”

5. Distributor portfolios are congested, consisting of numerous portfolios
representing thousands of producers. The Winebow Group, a ‘mediumsized’ distributor group, have ten separate portfolios like Craft + Estate
(77 producers represented), Leonardo LoCasio Selection (58
producers), Mundo Vino (41 producers), Martin Scott Wines (554
producers) and The Country Vintner (1075 producers). Glazers and
Southern Wine and Spirits are large distributors.

6. Sommeliers interviewed would all like to see more small Australian
producers from cool climate regions and a diversity of wine styles in an
effort to change the conversation about Australian wine. Wine Director
Esopenko (Nov 2015) said, “AU small producers’ wines give a muchwelcomed focus to the taste of place, rather than wines that taste like
they could have come from anywhere.”
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7. Moderate future growth in the US is almost universally anticipated for
ALW of a certain style despite general challenges and specific barriers
noted. Sommelier Rzeszewski said, “In NYC specifically, ALW is in a
better position in terms of general opinion than anything from Australia
below that price point. With recent focus on alternative wine-making
(amphora, skin-contact) as well as cooler climate plantings, more
sommeliers in NYC (and US in general) are taking notice of what
Australia is doing because the wines are striving for an old-world
sensibility.”

Findings from exploratory interviews with Australian trade:
1.

Many of the finest small producers are reluctant to lose the WET
rebate by exporting. Carson of Yabby Lake, Mornington Peninsula,
said, “I have no interest in exporting; that would affect my WET
rebate and I would rather grow the domestic on-trade market.”
Bowley of Vinterloper Wines said, “As a small producer, a
disincentive exists because I lose my WET rebate for any exports.
This effectively means a 29% decrease in profit on every bottle I
export.”

2.

Increased global brand recognition and sales success in other
international markets are export benefits. Walsh of Jamsheed Wines
said, “being in the US market is very effective global brand building,
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US media and restaurant listings have led to listings in other export
markets.”

3.

ALW producers under-utilise EMDGs. Walsh of Wine Australia said,
“Very few producers take advantage of the EMDGs available.”

4.

Advertising Australia’s regional and stylistic diversity in US wine
magazines is an investment supported by ALW producers. Osborne
of D’Arenberg said, “Wine Australia needs to invest more in US wine
ambassadors and media advertorials; the number of EU regions
represented and written about because of this investment is hugely
influential to high-end consumers and collectors.”

Additional qualitative comments from the exploratory interviews are included
in Appendix E.
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5 METHODOLOGY
5.1 Introduction
An online survey was chosen as the best approach to quantify the views of
US importers. This method enabled the optimal participation of respondents
within the three-week survey period. The author consulted several market
research experts in developing the questionnaire.

In addition to the survey responses, 25 semi-structured qualitative interviews
were conducted with a purposive sample cohort of importers11 of ALW in the
major markets. These qualitative interviews provided thematic analysis of the
issues surrounding ALW regarding importers and the US market for them12.

Key importing states
California
Florida
Illinois
New Jersey
New York
Texas
Total

Importers per state
311
133
72
53
193
56
818

Responses per state
116
46
30
17
41
12
262

Table 5.1 Importers surveyed - Registered importers per state and number of responses per
state.

5.2 Survey design
The sample group comprised importers in the six key states in the US market
and represents the largest share of wine consumption by volume and value
and, combined, comprises more than half US importers and imports.
Furthermore, these states were identified as priority markets of focus for the

11

“Quota” selects a sample group from an established category considered important for
inclusion, while “purposive” consists of a handpicked selection (Denscombe, 2010, pp. 3436).
12
Biases acknowledged.
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growth of Australian wine and WA’s 2016 market campaigns (Clarke, 2015,
pp. 1).

The survey was designed as explained in the synopsis (see Appendix F),
taking into account the analysis of preparatory interviews and a preliminary
literature review.
Key survey focus included:


Style and regionality



Quality



Winemaking



Pricing and value for money



Challenges and opportunities



Suitability and sectors



Marketing



Future of ALW

Hosted by Survey Monkey and distributed via email, the survey was sent to
818 importers in the six target states; participants could complete it in 15
minutes. It was formatted for computer screens, tablets and smart phones.

A cover letter was sent explaining the questionnaire. (Appendix G)

The survey comprised 25 questions, the majority of which were multiplechoice. Matrix, rank or Likert-scale type open-ended questions were also
included to allow informative supplementary comments. (A copy of the
questionnaire, reformatted for Word, is in Appendix H).
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The survey included demographic questions about each respondent to allow
cross-referencing and permit further analysis of maturity of business and
location.

Prior to dissemination, ten market research specialists and importers in other
states piloted the questionnaire to ensure credible results and clarity of
content, and eliminate any bias. Necessary changes were made before
circulation.

5.3 Qualitative interviews
Semi-structured interviews were conducted with purposive participants of the
survey sample who import ALW (Appendix I, importers interviewed), with the
aim of helping clarify results and providing deeper insights into ALW in the
portfolios and market. Twenty-five interviews were conducted, despite quickly
reaching saturation after the significant data gathered in preparatory
interviews (Appendix J, importer qualitative questionnaire. Appendix K,
supplementary comments).

5.4 Survey and interview analysis
Data analysis was initially done using the Survey Monkey application.
Weighting parameters were employed within the survey itself, allowing Likertscale and ranking comparisons to be made with numerical values assigned to
specific responses. The qualitative interviews were digitally recorded and
transcribed, and then coded for thematic analysis using the Saldana process
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to identify common themes and causation13. Content occurrence analysis
provided statistical analysis of thematic data; Microsoft Excel tools and
statistical methods were also used.

In summary, there were 262 responses providing accuracy of 95% at a
confidence level of 5, hence statistical validity14.

5.5 Methodological limitations
The study is representative of importers in the key volume and value markets
only; prospects may exist in markets of secondary importance, such as
Massachusetts, Nevada and Washington DC. Of note is the fact that the
qualitative interviewees possess some stake in the ALW category and may
have influenced the answers given to the opinion-based questions (though not
those which were entirely fact-based). However, this could be said to provide
deeper insights and evidence that the survey response is strongly
representative of the distributor-facing wine trade in the US, thus providing a
solid basis for analysis.

This research has provided an in-depth analysis of one sector of gatekeepers
to the wine trade. Future research could build on this data via surveys at the
distributor level, on and off-trade buyers, as well as consumers in these
markets, to give a more complete representation.

13

Appropriate for discerning motives, beliefs, processes, interrelationships, and the
complexity of influences and effects on human actions and phenomena. (Saldana, 2013, pp.
261-262)
14
http://www.surveysystem.com/sscalc.htm#one
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6 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
6.1 Introduction
The analysis is reported under research question headings, the key areas of
focus investigated, with results from data collection methods presented
together and followed by approaches for change, and a summary of data
analysis.

Research questions:
-

Who are the key competitors to ALW? 6.2

-

Which ALWs do importers currently represent? 6.3

-

What is the current and future demand for ALW? 6.4

-

What are the major challenges for US importers and how can they
be addressed? 6.5

Based on the findings and analysis, detailed conclusions can be drawn about
the prospects for ALW.

6.2 Which countries are the key competitors to ALW?
To identify ALWs’ key competitors, importers rated a country’s overall
performance in the luxury category as weak, average, strong or very strong,
taking into account value for money as well as quality and diversity of offering.

Figure 6.1 shows almost 70% of importers surveyed identified Australia as
‘average’ quality as a luxury wine supplier. Apart from the US and NZ, old
world (OW) producers dominated the ‘very strong’ and ‘strong’ positions.
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Figure 6.1
Importers' ratings (%) of countries' overall luxury wine
performance
100%

3%

2%

1%

1%
8%

10%

% of importers

90%
80%

21.50%

19%

27%

Very
Strong

33%

Strong

70%
60%

72%

50%

98%

Average

94%

97%

85%

69%

71%

40%

Weak

67%
60%

30%
20%
10%
0%

17%
4%

10%
1%

5%

7.5%

5.5%
1.5%

5%

2%

Supporting the ‘average luxury’ (Fig 6.1) image of ALW, all importers
interviewed commented, “most of the US trade viewed Australia as a onedimensional supplier” of ‘manufactured’ and ‘big-brand’ or ‘hot climate Shiraz’.
“Australia’s luxury reputation has been damaged by low-cost and big-brand
wines’ dominance of the market,” (Klassen Imports).

Survey data identified French wines as ALWs’ biggest import competitor and
US wines as its biggest domestic competitor.
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Figure 6.2
respondents' assessments (%) of the greatest
competitor country threat to ALWs
1%

1%
France 48%
Spain 2%
Argentina 3%
48%

44%

Chile 1%
USA 44%
South Africa 1%
New Zealand 1%

1%

3% 2%

Interviews revealed the importance of quality classification systems (the AOP
and AVA), with 20 importers considering this a notable advantage in the US
luxury market. Interviewees (11) commented on the successful
communication surrounding US regions, like Oregon, that have education,
sustainability and quality programmes in place, such as Pinot Camp, Napa
Rocks, LIVE, Napa Green, Salmon Safe and the Deep Roots Coalition for drygrown vineyards.

Interviewees (23) perceive the stylistic winemaking and climate of Australia as
most similar to California, noting that California benefits from better quality for
price, regional identifiers, greater wine media coverage and proximity to
marketplace.
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Figure 6.3
% of respondents associating luxury red wine with
specific varieties and producing countries
France

Italy

Spain

Australia

Argentina

Chile

New Zealand

South Africa

85%

89%

62%
98%
100%
100%

72%

98%

81%
47%

42%
79%
82%

72%
13%

99%

85%

99%

7%

9%

100%

96%

51%

87%

89%

65%
Cabernet Sauvignon

Pinot Noir

Shiraz/Syrah

Grenache

Rhone varieties

Survey respondents linked luxury wine grape varieties with country of origin,
identifying varieties perceived as Australia’s flagship luxury varieties and main
varietal competitors (Fig 6.3). Responses reveal Australia is associated by the
majority with warm climate Rhône varieties and is severely limited in its
association with luxury white wines (Fig 6.4).

France’s red warm climate varieties are the major competitors for
Shiraz/Syrah and Rhône varieties, respectively. Importers (23) stated that
sales of varietally-labelled Shiraz had declined due to associations with ‘lowpriced brands’ or ‘oaky high-alcohol Parker-styles’.
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Luxury Cabernet is linked to moderate or cool regions, like France and
Argentina, and holds only some association with ALW (82%). Twenty
importers said that Australian Cabernet was mostly associated with ‘branded
multi-region, low-priced blends’. Pinot Noir has a very limited luxury
association with Australia (13%).

Figure 6.4
% of respondents associating luxury white wine with
specific varieties and producing countries
France

Italy

Spain

Australia

Argentina

Chile

New Zealand

88%

85%
66%
97%
93%

20%
3%

34%

47%

100%

99%

92%
3%
3%
93%
8%

94%

94%

23%

26%

Figure 6.4 shows ALW is most closely associated with Sémillon and Riesling.
Chardonnay has a low association with ALW at only 34%, the lowest of any
new world region. Importers identify luxury Chardonnay and Sauvignon Blanc
with cool climate origins of NZ and Chile for new world (NW) imports.
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Interviews (15) suggested high Australian wine import prices and currency
fluctuations meant the same or better quality could be found from France.

“Margaret River Chardonnay is the same price as 1er Cru white Burgundy.
They don’t hold similar values in the market,” (Mercer Imports).

Interviews also confirmed a low association with ALW white varieties: 15
reported no link to ALW despite the survey results identifying Sémillon and
Riesling. All but three revealed these varieties as ‘hard sells’ in the US
market. “Trade cannot confidently sell Australian Sémillon, as its flavour
changes so drastically with bottle age,” (Negociants).

Approaches for change
The majority interviewed (21) suggested that Australia introduce recognisable
quality measures. Suggested classifications included:


Own-rooted or old vines (15)



Identification by soil series due to Australia’s ancient soils (12)



A winemaker or grower quality alliance permitting only those producing
sustainable wines free from manipulations in an effort to move
Australia away from the big-company manufactured winemaking image
(10)



A quality system based on water usage (7)

Regional marketing spends should focus on acting more cohesively in the US
and on separation from commodity-style wines.

Additionally, interviewees felt that it would be beneficial to the market to:
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Highlight Australia’s history with Spanish varieties and Italian heritage,
increasing ALW diversity through sustainably grown Mediterranean,
warm climate, varieties and styles (12)



Utilise the popularity of Pinot Noir and Cabernet in the US to introduce
the regional cool climate diversity of Australia’s offering (17)

Summary
France is heavily relied on to fulfil importers’ international-varietal luxury wine
needs and is ALWs’ biggest import competitor both in regional and varietal
similarity outside domestic wines. ALW whites are less valued and understood
than ALW red offerings. Shiraz, the variety most associated with ALW, has
been damaged by Australia’s manufactured commodity wine image in the US
and sales have declined drastically. Research supports the findings in 3.2.115
and confirms the WFA’s observation16. However, it should be noted by all NW
producers that the research suggests NW wines in general have a limited
association with luxury in the US market, with only the domestic market and
NZ being identified as having ‘strong’ reputations for luxury wines.

The introduction of marketable diversity and uniqueness through increased
education and quality measures is required.

6.3 Which ALWs do importers currently represent?
California is home to one-third of importers, despite supplying the bulk of the
US domestic markets’ wine needs (importer demographics, see Appendix L).

15
16

Anderson’s Varietal Similarity Index
Australia is associated with lower priced commodity wine in the US market.
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Identifying the complexity of the US importer landscape, data revealed
importers carrying small ranges dominate (Fig 6.5).

Figure 6.5
% of importers according to # of producers in portfolio
Less than 50 producers

50-100 producers

12%

100+ producers

1%

87%

The findings (Fig 6.5) confirm the literature of 3.317 that importers outnumber
distributors creating a highly competitive market, and that increased distributor
consolidation has led to heavily congested distributor portfolios. The findings
indicate that local market distribution is key to the success of many importers,
and producers should ensure that they approach the US market with a
strategy suited to their brand size and philosophy.

All those interviewed considered the increasingly competitive distribution
environment, with its continuing consolidation of large multi-state distributors
and purchase of small state-based distributors, as their biggest barrier to
market.

17

The SVB (2016) report revealed that in 1995 there were 3,000 active distributors in the US market –
in 2015 that number had fallen to 700. Comparatively registered importers numbered more than 1,582
(Best Wine Importers 2015). Impact Databank (2015) reported that ten distributors controlled 70% of the
US market.
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Figure 6.6
% of specialist importers working with each country's
wines
Biodynamic/Organic
7%

Natural Wine
3%
New Zealand
5%

South Africa
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26%

Chile
4%
Argentina
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Germany
3%

Italy
25%
Spain
11%

Of the 262 importers surveyed, 90% (238) specialised in one or more
category. The NW represents just 25% of specialist importers. Australia is one
of the smallest categories, at 3% or just eight importers.

Thirteen importers interviewed considered themselves specialists in NW wine,
and six of these identified themselves as antipodean specialists, with just two
exclusively Australian importers.
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Figure 6.7
AU and ALW producers in importers' portfolios
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Figure 6.7 reveals 204 (77%) importers currently have no Australian
producers or ALWs in their portfolios. The 23% (60) representing an
Australian producer all list at least one ALW, although the majority carry fewer
than five, signifying ALWs’ underdeveloped presence.
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Figure 6.8
Importers' assessments of contribution of luxury wines
to their portfolios, by country
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Figure 6.8 ranked each country by its importance as a luxury wine supplier in
importer portfolios. 204 importers (77%) identified ALW as ‘not applicable’ to
their portfolios, the lowest ranking behind Germany and South Africa.
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To gain an understanding of importer knowledge of Australian wine regions,
the survey asked which regions they most associated with ALW.

Figure 6.9
Importers' assessments of regions most associated with
luxury wine
100%
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20%
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Most association with
luxury wine

Figure 6.9 shows the regions ‘most associated’ with ALW, Barossa Valley and
McLaren Vale, both ranked 90%, Margaret River 88% and Coonawarra 53%.

Hunter Valley 82%, Clare Valley 57% and Adelaide Hills 30% were found to
have a general association with ALW for some importers. Cool regions like
Victoria and Tasmania were noticeably absent, suggesting these regions are
limited in the market and producers seeking US representation from these
regions have been absent.
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Figure 6.10
Survey respondents' opinions of most important ALW
regions
5%
5%
McLaren Vale 50%
Barossa Valley 40%
50%
Heathcote 5%
40%
Yarra Valley 5%

96.5% (56) ranked Shiraz/Syrah as their most important variety for ALW
success in the US. All interviewees mentioned Shiraz as ALWs’ most
renowned variety, however acknowledged that SA luxury Shiraz had lost
popularity among US trade buyers and sales were slow. “It’s our only variety
still in the red post-recession, we can’t even get Shiraz out of the bag at
appointments for tasting,” (Old Bridge Cellars).

SA regions were identified by 90% as the most important for ALW in their
portfolios. Cooler Victorian regions were only identified by 10% of importers –
suggesting that cool climate offerings require increased communication to US
importers and the dominance of SA has limited ALWs’ success (Fig 6.10). All
importers interviewed identified an interest in cool climate producers;
however, ALW producers had approached only four of those interviewed.
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Approaches for change
The overwhelming majority of importers suggested the following:



More promotional attention on cooler regions for Shiraz/Syrah (24)



Trade tastings by cool climate region and style (23)



More industry education initiatives about Australia’s cool climates (24)

Summary
The US is a growing market characterised by small specialty OW-focused
importers: 87% representing fewer than fifty producers each. Just 25%
specialise in NW producers, suggesting importers need access to a variety of
producers in order to capture market attention. Aligning more with Europe’s
wine industry structure, France, for example, has 80,000 registered
producers, compared with only 2,400 in Australia (International Organisation
of Vine and Wine, and WFA 2016, respectively), supporting the findings of
6.218.

ALW is predominantly associated with warm climate Shiraz from just two
regions, McLaren Vale and Barossa Valley, confirming the findings of 6.2. The
dominance of SA among US importers and the absence of regional diversity
has limited ALWs’ growth and contributed to Australia’s one-dimensional
image.

Cool NW origins are most associated with luxury imports (Fig 6.4), revealing
an opportunity to increase ALW presence from cool regions, such as
18

New world wine producers are more associated with commodity than luxury production; low
luxury representation among importers is not just an Australian industry concern.
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Tasmania and coastal Victoria, to return interest and relevance to the sector.
The region-style link, and its perception by the trade, is important and has
potentially far-reaching commercial implications. Region of origin has a
significant impact on style and commercial prospects; producers should be
aware of this when planning pricing strategy, which sectors to target and
where to plant in the future.

6.4 What is the current and future demand for ALW?
Figure 6.11
ALW changes in importer portfolios' over the last 5 years

10%

10%

Declined in last 5 years (10%)

No increase - stable (30%)
30%
Yes, increased in last 3 years
(50%)
50%
Yes, increased in last 5 years
(10%)

ALW growth in the post-recession US market was reported with increased
listings by 60% of importers (Fig 6.11). The greatest increases, of 50%, have
been seen within the last three years, paralleling the softening of the AU$ and
a shift by WA away from generic promotion. The low number of declining
ALWs (10%) and increase in ALW listings among portfolios (60%) suggests
the perceived standard of ALW is rising, with new wines coming to
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marketplace, and can be reasonably expected to grow. The majority (75%)
interviewed reported an increased focus on ALW acquisitions in the past three
years. Two importers who entered the market in 2012 dedicate 80% of their
portfolio to ALW, focusing on cool climate regions and small independent
producers and are now attracting media attention.

To identify the market needs of US importers and identify whether AU
producers were approaching the market with suitable offerings, importers
were asked what styles and categories they were seeking. During exploratory
interviews, any terms (including synonyms) mentioned more than three times
by US trade were identified and incidences counted; the most commonly
occurring are featured in Figure 6.12 and provided the category choices for
the survey.

Figure 6.12
Importer interest in ALW style categories
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ALWs from a cool climate or with lower alcohol ‘extremely’ interested the
majority (70%). Single vineyard and old vine offerings were identified as
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‘extremely’ desirable for 50% of importers, highlighting a need for quality
measures. Almost 80% of importers indicated that they were ‘very’ or
‘extremely’ interested in the alternative varieties, organic and biodynamic
categories. Sparkling wines were of ‘interest’ to most respondents (58%).

Interviews confirmed a strong interest (72%) in alternative varieties:
comments included “they offered a quality counterpoint to Shiraz” and
“opportunity to renew interest in the ALW category.” “Vermentino and Fiano
are opening doors to the ‘new’ Australia category, exciting the buyers who
thought Australia was just Shiraz” (Little Peacock). Three importers
interviewed, one based in NY and two in CA, reported increased sales and
trade interest with ALW alternative whites of Zibbibo, Vermentino and Fiano.
However, 84% of importers had not been offered any alternative varieties.

Altogether, importers interviewed need more ‘restrained’ or ‘elegant’ styles of
Australian wine with ‘moderate’ alcohol and more ‘acidity’. Eighteen importers
mentioned a need for more ‘complexity’ and ‘savoury’ characteristics from
ALW, not the ‘traditional’ Barossa styles, suggesting the riper SA style is
inconsistent with a luxury profile amongst US trade.
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Figure 6.13
Importers’ opinions on stylistic diversity in ALW category
in the US marketplace
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Figure 6.13 shows importers largely welcome increased diversity of the ALW
offering. 92% believed diversity assisted in establishing a reputation for quality
and 98% considered having a variety of offerings for different segments as
advantageous. Respondents (97%) disagreed that diversity causes confusion,
indicating a belief that consumers understand and even expect stylistic variety
in a luxury context, confirming the findings of 6.3 – the US market requires
complexity and depth of offering to create presence and cater to its diverse
marketplace.
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Asked to identify what regions and varieties, if any, importers would like to see
offered more in the US market, the overwhelming majority revealed a desire
for cool climate styles. Each response below was requested by 90% of
importers (Fig 6.14):



Shiraz from Canberra, Yarra Valley, Clare and Eden Valleys



Cabernet from Margaret River and Coonawarra



Pinot Noir from Tasmania, Yarra Valley, Mornington Peninsula and the
Adelaide Hills



Chardonnay from Tasmania, Margaret River and the Adelaide Hills

Importantly, from the 100 responses to this question, it can be inferred that
there are 42 importers currently not importing ALW that would be interested if
suitable offerings were available, potentially resulting in an almost 100%
marketplace increase.
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Figure 6.14
% Importer desire for more ALW offerings by region and
variety
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Alternative varieties and Rhône blends were requested from the more
traditional Shiraz regions, suggesting importers can capitalise on well-known
regions like Barossa and McLaren Vale, but require more complexity and
diversity of offering to return interest and sales.

Cool climate styles and varieties that showed more ‘restraint’ and ‘elegance’,
like Pinot Noir and Cabernets, were requested by 92% of interviewees.
However, all acknowledged that because of high pricing, ALW Pinot Noir
offerings struggle to compete with those of Burgundy and domestic cool
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climate offerings from Oregon and the Sonoma Coast. The majority (80%) felt
that ALW Pinot Noir styles are misunderstood, with more than half noting that
the pale colour, red fruit and savoury profile, combined with high acidity, was
not expected from Australia. This highlights a need for trade education,
especially from cooler climate regions like Victoria.

Many (52%) indicated cool climate Chardonnay was desirable, but felt it
suffers the same fate as Pinot Noir and is stylistically leaner than most of the
US trade’s expectations. “ALW Chardonnay is not in abundance in the market
and does not have the reputation of the California coast Chardonnays,”
(Negociants).

To identify whether labelling was an important factor affecting the offering,
attitudes surrounding nomenclature were probed: should the variety name
‘Shiraz’ or ‘Syrah’ be used on ALW labels?

Figure 6.15
Importer perspective on Syrah/Shiraz labelling in ALW
category
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Figure 6.15, while lacking consensus, shows a slight preference for Shiraz, at
51% of responses. However, 46% surveyed supported the option, ‘Depends
on the style – Syrah for mid-weight, lighter alcohol, peppery styles; Shiraz for
full-bodied, ripe styles,’ indicating a clear way of communicating stylistic
diversity. Interviewees (18) agreed Shiraz was synonymous with Australia,
and a recognised brand with trade and consumers alike. Thus, urging
continued use, despite the varietal’s current slump. “Barossa Shiraz is a great
wine when made correctly and respectfully, sadly the trade are not interested
in Shiraz right now,” (Skurnik). Seven reported success with Syrah labelled
wines in certain markets, east coast mainly, particularly in independent retail
and the on-trade. “Syrah labelled Australian wine is a talking point and
immediately places those flavours commonly found in northern Rhône Syrahs
in the mind of the buyer,” (Vine Street Imports), highlighting an opportunity for
producers from cool climates.
Survey questions surrounding ALW potential growth channels received
relatively positive responses, with 79% favouring growth in certain market
sectors and 80% identifying independent retailers and the upmarket on-trade
(see graphs, Appendix M).

Approaches for change
Importers suggested that to excite the US trade and media, promotions and
education efforts should focus on the following:


Australia’s diversity and restrained cool region styles (100%)



Encouraging cool-climate region and producers to invest in entering the
US market (100%)
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White wine education, particularly surrounding aged Sémillon and
Riesling regions (80%)



Masterclasses (100%), advertorials (80%) and targeting consumers
through wine bar promotions and hand-sell situations (80%) were
suggested avenues (although predictable avenues for securing growth,
this confirms Australian producers’ physical absence and identifies the
need for increased trade presence)



‘Alternative varieties’ (Vermentino and Fiano, Tempranillo and Nero
d’Avola) (80%)

This researcher acknowledges that alternative varieties are relatively new to
the ALW production landscape and that production volumes may be limited
and currently consumed in the domestic market. However, of note for WA and
producers attempting to enter the US market, these styles are finding favour
among certain US trade buyers.

Summary
Correcting and diversifying the offering available to the market is required to
successfully grow the prospects for ALW. Research identifies that Australian
wine has a commodity or confused reputation and confirms producers are not
presenting alternative offerings to the market, indicating that ALW producers
do not have a comprehensive understanding of the current US luxury market
and the wine styles required. WA needs to communicate more effectively the
complexity and needs of the US market to the WFA and producers. Creation
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of more effectual avenues to market for small and medium-sized producers
from cool climates and of alternative varieties is required.

Diversity is increasingly seen as a necessity in the US market; category
diversity is considered beneficial in helping establish a reputation for quality.

6.5 What are the major challenges for US importers and how
can they be addressed?
Confirming the findings of 6.2 and 6.4, all identified Australia’s lack of stylistic
and regional diversity and absence of clear quality stepping-stones as major
challenges for developing the ALW category (Fig 6.16). The survey also
revealed a US trade preference for domestic or French wines when listing
noble varieties in the luxury category, 73% (combined).

Figure 6.16
Market challenges for ALW - ranked by importers
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The overwhelming majority of those interviewed (90%) acknowledged a lack
of quality measures was negatively impacting the growth of ALW. “It would be
easier for the trade and sales staff to understand differences in pricing if
attached to quality of source, winery or site within a region,” (AI Selections).

Figure 6.17 identified global (88%) and domestic (90%) producer
competitiveness in the luxury category as a significant challenge for importers
of ALW.

Figure 6.17
Significant marketplace challenges for ALW - rated by
importers
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All felt Australia’s association mainly with entry-level wines was very
significant at 73%. Australia built its reputation around entry-level, simple fruity
wines, and initial marketplace resistance to re-positioning is to be expected.

Figure 6.18 illustrates that the overwhelming majority of importers see ALWs’
greatest weaknesses as linked to a lack of trade education, diversity and
interest:



Limited understanding of Australia’s regions and cool climates (98%)



Absence of small and artisan producers in the market (90%)



Stylistic dominance of ripe and high alcohol wines (77%)



Lack of diversity of styles and varieties (72%)

Figure 6.18
Weaknesses of ALW proposition as seen by importers
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The majority (19) commented that most AU producers approaching them with
samples were stylistically ‘out of touch’ with the needs of the US luxury
market. “We ask producers for moderate alcohol wines but still no sample
sent to us is below 14.5 - 15% alcohol,” (Broadbent Selections).

Figure 6.19 revealed importers’ three biggest concerns and issues with
importing ALW are:



Lack of trade education around ALW regions (98%)



Negative image amongst US trade (98%)



Lack of US wine media coverage (76%)

Figure 6.19
Principal challenges facing ALW importers - by % of
respondents
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Most (19) interviewees felt there was a ‘severe lack of Australian content and
ALW presence’ in the US wine media. “Wineries need to work harder to build
media and tastemaker relationships – we have a full-time staff member
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dedicated to updating distributors and media with stories and new vintage
samples,” (Vine Street Imports).

Interviews revealed Australia needs to ‘more effectively engage the media’
and ‘introduce excitement through diversity and something new’. “No
relationship exists between ALW producers and the US trade or wine media,
producers need to invest in having a market presence if ALW is to grow and
change its image,” (H.Mercer Imports).

Predictably, nearly all (93%) considered ALW as underrepresented in US
wine media (Fig 6.20), highlighting to the Australian wine industry the
continued importance of the media engagement. Half (56%) believed
Australia is ineffective at communicating not only the quality of ALW but also
the diversity of its regions and styles.

Securing endorsements for luxury priced wines in major publications like Wine
Spectator and Wine Advocate or newspapers such as New York Times and
Wall Street Journal was important to the majority (23) interviewed.

“A high score by Wine Spectator still has a huge effect on retail case sales,
ALW needs new producer stories to engage these publications to promote the
category,” (Old Bridge Cellars).
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Figure 6.20
Importer perceptions of current ALW communication in
US market - % respondents
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All felt that Australia was ‘not effective’ at communicating the ‘new Australian
stories’ and 15 noted, “media, like the trade, are bored with the presentation
of the same Australian regions, stories and winemakers.” Many (13) stated
that an absence of family or young new producers and continued dominance
of commodity wine and large producers was preventing media and trade
engagement.

Exploratory trade interviews identified themes regarding the most effective
way to grow ALW market share and were posed as choices in the survey.
Figure 6.21 shows the weighted average responses, weighted according to
importance.
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Figure 6.21
Importer support for strategies to grow ALW market
share in the US (weighted importance)
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Importers considered the following most important and effective:



Trade education (100%)



Promoting regional differences (99%)



Investing in market managers and producer visits to market (98%
each)

Unsurprisingly, given Australia’s reputation in the market as a low-cost
supplier, discounting was identified as the least effective way of growing ALW.

All those interviewed cited severe scarcity in trade knowledge regarding ALW
regions and a negative image amongst the US wine trade due to the memory
of one-dimensional, high alcohol overripe styles or commodity offerings.
“Even in NY, trade know only Barossa and McLaren Vale, the trade feels
there is only one region and style on offer,” (Little Peacock).
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Figure 6.22
Working the US market: importers' preferred strategy
AU producers need to spend more time in the US market building their brand and
brand Australia
AU producers would benefit from have a North American market manager to
work alongside importers and assist in creating sales for distributor
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Regarding producer support and performance in the market, almost 100% of
importers agreed (Fig 6.22):



76% ‘agreed’ and 22% ‘strongly agreed’ more time brand building in
the US market, thus giving a visible presence, is required



31% ‘strongly agreed’ and 68% ‘agreed’ producers and regions would
benefit from a North American market manager to maintain presence,
building relationships and sales

Quality associations aside, interviewed importers reasoned that global and
domestic competitor success in the luxury category was attributed to the
following:



Continued investment and trade activity of brand and market managers
for European regions like Bordeaux, Burgundy, Rioja, the Rhône and
Italy (21 importers)
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Effective trade education and marketing campaigns by Napa Valley
Vintners, Oregon Wine Board - Pinot Camp, NZ’s Complexity
Campaign (2012-15) and Chile’s ‘Winebar Wars’ (19 importers)



Presence at events like TexSomm effectively keeps regional brands in
the minds of the trade and tastemakers (16).

Australian producer and market manager absence at key events was
identified as a major contributor to ALWs’ underperformance and increased
ranging challenges for all importers. “The most effective way to build sales
and brand loyalty is through creating relationships, only achieved through a
producer or market manager working the market,” (Augustan Imports).

Figure 6.23 sought to reveal the challenges importers face with distributors19:



74% ‘agreed’ and 10% ‘strongly agreed’ distributors are not brand
builders



83% ‘neither agreed nor disagreed’ distributors were reluctant to
accept unknown brands or brands without US media endorsements,
indicating if the ‘fit’ is right, distributors will list



68% ‘agreed’ small-medium producers get lost in the large portfolios of
national distributors

19

The consolidation of the distribution system since 2008 was identified in 3.3.
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Figure 6.23
Importers' perception of distributor interest in brandbuilding
Distributors are not interested in building brands
Distributors are reluctant to accept unknown brands or brands without US
wine media endorsements.
Small-medium producers tend to get lost in the large books of national or
multi-region distributors.
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Generally, importers (22) agreed that distributors are barriers to market and
not interested in building brands. “Importer area managers or producer market
managers are responsible for building the brand by engaging and educating
distributors,” (Skurnik).

All those interviewed agreed that to effectively introduce a new brand,
increased producer investment is required in the form of market visits,
education and greater samples budgets. “A higher than normal samples
budget (6% instead of 2%) plus two market visits a year for five years is
required to build presence,” (Vine Street Imports).

Approaches for change
All importers suggested an increased focus on education:


Trade education, effectively marketing and discussing regional
variations, and varietal diversity were the major requirements to most
effectively increase sales of ALW (100%)
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Education fosters ‘enthusiastic gate-keepers’, helping ‘build
relationships’ and ‘loyalty’ in the trade (100%)

Suggestions included utilising EMDG and regional wine council funds:


For a tasting roadshow, visits to market around TexSomm to introduce
cool climate, artisan producers or modern Australia



Funding a market manager solely to build regions and brand
awareness



Creating Australian wine ambassadors’ certification to work with
distributors to deliver the course to sales staff

The US is effectively 50 separate markets, implying allocating a market
manager to one state per week. Size of producer will decide whether this can
be effectively realised. Smaller producers could employ a market manager in
conjunction with other producers from Australia or elsewhere to ensure a costeffective result. WET rebates for small-medium producers could be
channelled into EMDG funds instead of cash rebate, more effectively
improving industry and export health.

Summary
Alternative winemaking and smaller producers’ presence and offerings can
help to change Australia’s image as a large commodity producer.
Increasing education for the US wine trade should be a key concern for all
Australian regions and producers, not just WA. Education and media
promotion of wines that align with the trade perception of luxury wines –
exhibiting ‘restraint, elegance and balance’ and providing complexity and a
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new story for trade and media is key to improving the negative image and
increasing interest in ALW.

A market manager may be the best investment for ALW producers or regional
councils to effectively increase market presence and sales through continued
market activity, trade education and conversing on regional diversities.
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7 CONCLUSION
Research revealed that the past decade has seen ALWs’ image in the US
profoundly damaged by its failure to evolve its marketing mix beyond a single
varietal, one-dimensional-style offering. As a result, buyer interest and sales
of ALW have waned since 2007. The research findings provide the Australian
wine industry with important insights, identifying ALWs’ key strengths and
weaknesses, and delivering guidelines for re-entering the US luxury wine
market and successfully premiumising the Australian offering.

Analysis of research data confirms this study’s hypothesis that good
prospects for ALW growth exist among importers. Positivity was found in the
research results of 262 US importers, with 96% believing in ALW growth if
market investment and fit were appropriate. However, the evidence collected
indicates growth will be difficult without investment focused on trade
education, increased in-market presence, correcting the fit to market and
introducing wines with clear quality markers. Increased industry collaboration
and exports from all regions and producers will be required. The key findings
of this research should be considered as approaches for change and then
implemented to ensure the growth of ALW.

Who are the key competitors to ALW?
French and US wines provide ALWs’ principal competition. The varietal and
winemaking similarities of these countries, their clear communicable
measures of quality (and Australia’s absence of such) give them a distinct
advantage. Expected and confirmed by the research was the damage to
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ALWs’ image by the market dominance of low-priced commodity wines.
Discovering the increased varietal homogeneity of Australia, despite the large
differences in growing conditions and regions, was revealing, as was US
importers’ desire for increased regional and varietal diversity of ALW.

In conclusion, introducing quality measures and increasing ALWs’ varietal and
stylistic diversity are essential to improving its image and growth prospects in
the US.

Which ALWs do importers currently represent?
Unsurprisingly, due to its production size, SA’s wines, particularly Shiraz,
dominate importer portfolios. Unanticipated was the continued slump of the
Shiraz category, lack of trade knowledge of Australian wine regions and
climatic diversity, and the poor reputation of ALWs’ white varieties,
highlighting the ineffectiveness of generic promotion and WA’s reliance on
‘user pays’ activities. Also unforeseen was the reluctance of Australia’s small
regional producers to engage importers in the world’s largest wine market and
their reliance on the WET rebate.

Concluding, WA needs to inform regions and smaller ALW producers more
effectively about the benefits of exporting to the US and how to use EMDGs to
penetrate the US market more successfully.

What is the current and future demand for ALW?
Industry interviews and survey responses uncovered extreme ennui with
much of the current Australian offering and a belief that over-oaked, highalcohol, hot climate Shiraz was still the status quo. A need for increased
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diversity of climatic and winemaking styles as well as alternative varieties was
revealed. Unexpected was the level of interest in wines from Tasmania,
suggesting this region speaks most obviously to those seeking restrained,
cool climate wines. However, a disconnect surrounding price/quality variables
for Pinot Noir and Chardonnay from other cool climate regions was revealed,
indicating increased educational investment from regional bodies is needed,
especially Victoria and Western Australia.

Effective communication of region and wine styles and correcting the offering
available to the US market will be key to successfully increasing ALW
prospects.

What are the major challenges for US importers and how can they be
addressed?
Australia’s lack of US market relationships and market presence were
importers’ key concerns: absence of producer, brand/market manager or
regional bodies, and a lack of media engagement and marketing investment.

Recommendations
The recommendations from all four questions can be grouped into four main
categories: increasing education, market investment and management, quality
measures and diversity of offering.

Education – WA’s investment in education is severely underfunded for a
market of this size and importance.
1. Creation of a certification course, such as ‘Australian Wine Scholar’,
concentrating on ALW, to create ambassadors and educators is
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essential, thus establishing increased trade knowledge and a
marketable offering to wine schools, both trade and consumerfocused, based on US (and UK/EU, Asian) cities for consumers and
trade, particularly distributors.
2. A clear need to focus on establishing Australia’s cool climate
regions, and communicating their attributes and varieties.
3. ALW regional producer roadshows is needed in addition to WA’s
generic promotions.
4. ALW regional promotions with a focus on historical content. For
example, linking Barossa’s relationship to German immigrants and
Riesling, or emphasising the Italian heritage of Victoria’s King
Valley and its representative varieties, like Sangiovese, and the
cool climate styles found there.

Market investment and management – An absence of ALW producers in
the US market has damaged Australia’s relationship with US trade and media
and requires rebuilding.

1. Rebuilding relationships through increased access to EMDGs and
institutional changes to Australia’s WET rebate, such as redirecting
rebates for small producer or regional councils’ export development
strategies, including market visits and roadshows or funding of
ambassadors/market managers, thus providing a constant market
presence.
2. Investment in market managers to increase sales and regional
product knowledge amongst distributors and buyers.
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3. Increased regional marketing funds sourced through initiatives like
not-for-profit barrel auctions and en primeur sales in the domestic
and international markets.
4. Utilising alternative routes to market, like direct-to-consumer sales
and ordering platforms like Sevenfifty.

Diversity of offering – Correcting the offering to market is key to generating
excitement and positive growth prospects.

1. Expansion of Australia’s supply base of cool climate and alternative
variety offerings.
2. A roadshow to introduce Australia’s regionally expressive and
alternative luxury (REAL) wines to the US market to engage and
excite tastemakers, thus increasing the offering of alternative
varieties and winemaking techniques and altering the onedimensional image of ALW.

Quality measures – Australia has much strength on which it can capitalise to
achieve an improved quality image. Its wealth of old vine vineyards, ancient
soils and large differences in climatic growing conditions offers both diverse
and distinctive quality classifications.

1. Australia’s diminished water supplies and increased irrigation prices
make dry-grown vineyards or water use quality classification a
logical sustainable platform.
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2. Australia’s old vine and pre-phylloxera vineyards offer own-rooted
vines classification capable of reviving interest in the Shiraz and
Grenache category.
3. A grower and producer alliance committed to sustainable varieties
and farming, and non-manipulated winemaking, such as LIVE or
REAL certification, created with WA research and development
funds.

Looking beyond the immediate difficulties, there are reasons to be cautiously
optimistic about the future prospects for ALW in the US. Major investments
and adjustments will be required for many producers. However, provided that
there is a willingness to continue to invest for the long term, and collaboration
between producers returns, the US market can deliver profitable long-term
prospects. Ultimately, with increased investment of time, marketing and
educational funding, and correcting the fit to market, the ALW’s growth
prospects are positive.

Early in this study, it was established that little or no research had been
carried out into ALW in the US market or with US importers. These findings
and recommendations provide producers and the Australian wine industry
with practical insights and workable conclusions likely to pay dividends in the
long term.
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APPENDIX
A. Post-script
Post-Script: The May 2016 Federal Government budget delivered WET
reforms that will save $300 million over four years, advising it will give $50
million of that to the Australian Grape and Wine Authority to promote
Australian wine overseas, and wine tourism at home.
Wine Australia announced investment of $8.5 million over the next four years
in 12 new research and development (R&D) projects. One of those projects is:

Wine provenance and measures of quality projects - To increase the
demand and premium paid for all Australian wine, tangible evidence will be
provided to support Australia’s fine wine claims through R&D into Australia’s
unique terroirs and how these terroirs influence wine style and quality. These
projects will focus on better understanding how and why fine Australian wines
reflect their provenance and terroir and what changes in management
practices can be adopted to more optimally express Australian terroirs. They
will also contribute to the development of objective measures of wine quality.

Confirming the timeliness and relevance of this research.
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B. User-pays events 2016
Wine Australia

Place of Event

Cost to producer

User-Pays

plus

US Market Events 2016

travel/accommodation

Market Entry Program

All of US

Tier 1: A$4,000 (ex tax)

Fee covers 1 year market

Tier 2: A$10,000

support for re-entry

Tier 3: A$35,000

Wine Riot Spring or Fall

NYC, Boston, Chicago

Langtons Classification &

San Francisco

Winter Trade Tasting
Savor Australia Roadshow

Los Angeles, Chicago and
New York

US$1,890/ $2,450 AUD
(ex tax) per city - or
US$5,660/ $7,350 AUD for
all 3 cities
US$1,330 per table (max
10 SKUs per table)
Min 20 tables to deliver
event
US$6,200 - roadshow
package cost per table

http://www.wineaustralia.com/en/Market%20Development/Market%20Programs/americas/us0
116-market-entry-program-2016-17.aspx
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C. Exploratory industry interview cohort
Date

Name

1/10/14

David Bowley

Vinteloper

Winemaker/Director exports to UK expanding to USA

AU

2/10/14

James Herde

Tahbilk Wines

Export Director

AU

2/10/14

Mike Bennie

Wine Journalist

Australian Wine Journalist

AU

3/10/14

Mark Davidson

Wine Australia

Education Director

AU

4/10/14

Brad Hickey

Brash Higgins Wine

Winemaker/Director exports to USA

AU

5/10/14

Gary Mills

Jamsheed Wines

Winemaker/Director exports to USA

AU

9/10/14

Brendon Keys

BK Wines

Winemaker/Director exports to USA

AU

12/10/14

James Gosper

Independent Industry Consultant to US

AU

21/03/15

Steve Pannell

former Wine
Australia
SC Pannell Wines

Australian Winemaker

AU

21/03/15

Tom Carson

Yabby Lake

Winemaker - not exporting to US

AU

24/04/15

Brian Walsh

Wine Australia Chair

Chair South Australia

AU

10/11/15

Andreas Clarke

Wine Australia CEO

CEO/Director

AU

9/10/14

Sandro Moselle

Kooyong Estate

Winemaker owner - exports to US

AU

21/03/15

Chester
Osborne
David Lemire
MW
Alistair Purbrick

D’Arenberg Wines

Director - Exports to US

AU

Shaw & Smith

Sales and Marketing Director

AU

Chateau Tahbilk

Director - owner

AU

Busby Travel

Director

UK

Wine Australia UK

Education Director

UK

9/10/14

Tim Wildman
MW
Emma
Symmington
Lauren Mowery

Journalist

Village Voice Wine & Chasing the Vine

US

9/10/14

Dale Stratton

Constellation Brands

Strategic Insights

US

25/01/15

Angela Slade

Wine Australia

US Director

US

12/12/14

Sid Patel

BTN

Beverage Trade Network Analyst

US

26/01/15

Craig Orchard

USA

US

26/01/15

Aaron Ridgeway

DeBortoli Market
Manager
Negociants USA

East Coast Regional Manager

US

13/12/15

Penfolds Ambassador

Brand Ambassador USA

US

15/01/15

D’lyn Proctor
MS
Blake

Rare Wine Co

Import Director

US

10/01/15

Terry Thiese

Import Director

US

17/12/15

Import Director

US

12/01/16

Bartholomew
Broadbent
David Drukker

Terry Thiese
Selections
Broadbent Selections
Empire Wines

Director – fine wine distributor NYC

US

15/01/16

Rob Rubin

Rubin Wines

Broker - California

US

31/10/15

Janet Pouchot

North American Market Manager

US

15/02/15
10/11/15
21/03/15
20/12/15

Organization

Role

Country

25/01/16

Emily England

Craggy Range Market
Manager
Wine Australia US

Market Access Program Manager

US

15/01/15

Steven Raye

BTN

Beverage Trade Network Analyst

US

27/11/15

Eleven Madison Park

Master Sommelier

US
US

Making Australian wine for US

US

10/10/15

Rajat Parr

Restaurant
Consultant
Sommelier
Consultant/ Writer
Michael Mina Group

Master Sommelier

28/10/15

Dustin Wilson
MS
Nathaniel
Ready MS
Carla Rzewleski

Beverage Director

US

11/11/16
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1/10/15

Chris Bowman

Rayas Imports

Import Director

US

16/01/15

Jean George

Beverage Director

US

27/01/15

Laura
Williamson MS
Chuck Hayward

The Jug Shop

Retail buyer

US

29/01/15

Jay Esopenko

Union Larder

Owner/Wine Director

US
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D. Questions for exploratory interviews
US Trade Questions:
- What are your current views of ALW and its competiveness in the US
market?
- What varieties and style of ALW would you like to see more of in the
market?
- What regions would you like to see represented by luxury wine more?
- Have you attended the SIP program or any Wine Australia masterclass or
initiatives?
- What are your views of Wine Australia and are they relevant in the US
market or considered to be changing the conversation of Australian wine?
- What could Australia do to more effectively to promote and communicate its
luxury wine and regional story?
- What distributors/importers do you deal with when purchasing Australian
wine?
- How important are importers to the future of Australian luxury wine growth?
- Who are Australia's biggest competitors when it comes to achieving luxury
ranging?
- Does ALW have good representation within the US wine media?
- Do you feel ALW is well represented in the market?

AU Trade Questions:
- How important are export markets to your business?
- Do you export to the US?
- What are your most successful US markets?
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- Do you actively engage US wine media or tastemakers?
- Do you utilize export market development grants?
- What are you views of the US market as a growth market for ALW?
- How important is the WET rebate to your business plan and profitability?
- Do you utilize or know about Wine Australia’s market entry program or
user-pays events or masterclasses in the US market?
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E. Additional exploratory interview comments
Additional exploratory interview comments:
‘Australia seems to have lost the attention of the US market, it’s a very quite
scene.’ – Harmon Skurnik, Distributor NY, 2015
‘I do know that I’m targeted—through a variety of channels—by European
producers constantly. But I’ve never had an Australian producer reach out to
me.’ – Chris Bowman, Rayas Imports, Chicago, 2015
‘The biggest problem with how we’ve promoted Australia and Shiraz is that
we talked Australia, not the regional situation’. – Mark Davidson, Education
Director of Wine Australia, 2014
‘Australia needs to export more producers that represent the diversity of
regional style, that create complexity and interest in the Australian category.’ –
Jeff Taylor, Sommelier NY, 2015
‘I wasn’t really aware until I went to Australia about the cool climate styles or
regions, it would be great if there were more of these available in New York.’ –
Dustin Wilson, Sommelier NY, 2014
‘Australia shot itself in the foot focusing on low cost or high octane Shiraz and
denouncing terroir’ – Harmon Skurnik, Distributor, NY, 2015
‘The demand and interest in Australia’s wine will grow again.’ – Hayward, CA
Retailer, 2014
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‘I am constantly told by retail buyers that California competes better for style
and quality at the $20, $30 and $40-60 price points than Australia does. If
consumers are going to invest or splurge on an imported wine they will
purchase high-end high-pointed Spanish or French. – Rubin, CA Broker, 2015

‘I’m interested in the cool climate Pinot Noir, Shiraz and chardonnay from
Victoria. Appelation and regionality are of highest importance but hardly any
buyers know of Australian appellations or regions.’ – Drukker, NY Distributor
Director, 2015

‘Mornington Peninsula affordable Chardonnay and Pinot Noirhas been having
a little success but I’m still cautious.’ – Huddleston, Mercer Imports, 2015
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F. Approved synopsis
2015-2016 Research Paper Proposal
Candidate Number: 15330
Date: 16 Dec 2015
Proposed Title:
Prospects for Australian luxury wine growth among importers in key US markets
Define the subject of your Research Paper and specify the research questions you
plan to pursue:(approximately 150 words)
This paper will assess the current attitudes of key US importers toward Australian luxury
wine (ALW) and identify market growth opportunity. This research will evaluate the
current ALW offering in these markets against demand.
Wine Australia (WA) identifies ALW as having a US retail price of US $20+ and above
A$10 per liter free on board (FOB) (Wine Facts - Growth in luxury wines, 2013).
Research will focus on the following questions:
Interviews and surveys will be conducted with importers from the six leading luxury
wine markets in the US20.
The process will ascertain:
1. Who are the key competitors to ALW?
2. Which ALW’s do importers currently represent?
3. What is the current and future demand for ALW in these markets?
4. What are the major challenges for US importers and how can they be
addressed?
Background and Context:
Explain what is currently known about the topic and address why this topic
requires/offers opportunities for further research.(approximately 200 words)
The US is the largest wine market by volume and value globally with 21 consecutive
years of growth. This key market imports nearly 40% of its wine (BIG, Wine Handbook,
2015, p.4).
Australian exports to the US have declined in value since 2004, declines continued in
2014 in both volume (8%) and value (10%) (Gomberg-Fredrikson Import Data, 2015, p.
3). Australian exports to the US are positioned 2nd in volume but 9th in value (Bailey,
Australian Wine Sector State of Play, 2014, p.20).
Current market data indicate ALW is underrepresented and suggest Australian wine is
losing market share due to its image as a high volume low cost producer.
WA acknowledged falling export concerns in its Strategic Plan 2015-2020 identifying a
need to increase demand, premium paid and competitiveness in global markets
facilitating industry health. (Walsh, 2015, Media Release p.1)
ALW exports while small in volume (6%) are worth A$316 million annually, a 25% value
share – only 7% is exported to the US market (Bailey, Wine Australia, 2014). WA’s US
market research has not addressed the luxury category nor the suitability of ALW
offerings in the market.
This research will identify reasons for ALW’s US market underperformance, identifying
needs of importers and opportunities to develop the category.
Sources:
Identify the nature of your source materials (official documents, books, articles, other
studies, etc.) and give principle sources if appropriate.
(approximately 100 words)
BIG, Wine Handbook, 2015, p.23 identified California (18%), New York (9%), Florida
(8%), Illinois (4.5%), New Jersey (4.5%) and Texas (4.5%) as holding the largest share of
wine consumption by volume and value and combined comprise more than 50
percent of US importers.
20
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Industry reports and journals:
 WA Export Reports, Winemakers Federation Australia and Australian Wine
Research Institute market research reports
 Global and US luxury market reports: Bain, Deloitte, Nielsen
 US and International wine industry reports: Gomberg Fredrikson, BIG, Silicon
Valley Bank, Rabobank, Impact Data Bank, Wine Intelligence, Beverage
Trade Network (BTN), Global Trade Atlas, Information Resources Incorporated
 Wine Industry journals
Open consultative interviews with 25 key industry figures in the US market and
Australian industry provided context and background:
 WA executives Angela Slade, Emily England, Mark Davidson, Brian Walsh
 BTN executives – Steve Raye, Sid Patel
 US import consultants - John Beaudette, Linda Gray
 Key luxury wine buyers in on/off-trade, brand ambassadors, producers and
distributors
Research Methodology:
Please detail how you will identify and gather the material or information necessary to
answer the question(s) and discuss what techniques you will use to analyse this
information.
(approximately 350 words)
Stage 1: Background Research
Analysis of:
 US wine market premiumisation
Competitor premiumisation activity in market
 Consultative discussions with 25 US wine industry brand/export managers,
on/off trade buyers (Denscombe, 2010) 21
 ALWs performance in Australia’s biggest export markets after the US (UK,
China, Canada, Hong Kong respectively) sales figures and trends providing
comparative data22
 ALWs place in the domestic market
Stage 2: Data collection
A mixed methods approach for reliable data collection and comprehensive analysis.
Survey and interview questions developed from stage 1 (background research).
- Quantitative research:
 Survey:
- 25 questions – scale, rank, list - 15 minutes to complete, utilizing
SurveyMonkey
- Disseminated by email and phone to all 818 importers in sample group
- Questions cover: suitability of offering, region, stylistic/varietal trends,
oenological philosophies, pricing and perceived value, macro-economic
conditions, SWOT of ALW, competitors, nomenclature and marketing
- Qualitative research:
 Interviews:
- Semi-structured and open interview questions providing in-depth qualitative
data for thematic analysis
- Encompass 10-15 questions (45 minute duration)
- Conducted via Skype, phone or in-person and digitally recorded for
Redundancy in interviews of similar population (US/AU wine trade) typically
reached at 12 interviewees (Denscombe 2010)
22 Australia’s top five, and only, export markets with over A$1 million in sales. (WA,
WEAR Sep 15) Access to web archived data and reports has been granted by the
WA for research and analysis.
21
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transcription
- Twenty interviews to be conducted23 (Guest et al, 2006, p.65)
- Key importers of luxury wine (must include ALW listings), in sample states
purposefully selected. Recommendations for sample provided by US wine
trade, BTN and WA as having category importance, to contribute depth to
survey data for ALW market position
Survey/questionnaire to be piloted prior to dissemination.
Stage 3: Sample Population Identification
Sample selection is on a non-probability basis, using a combination of quota and
purposive methods24. These key states are representative of the US market - having
the highest populations of importers, wine sales and imports25 (BIG, Wine Handbook,
2015).
 There are 1582 registered wine importers in the US
 Six states account for more than 50% of all importers in the US 26
 The 818 importers registered in these states will be the sample group27
 Targeted response rate of 262 gives a confidence level of 95% with a
confidence interval of 5 providing statistically valid research (Denscombe,
2010, pp 38)
Stage 4: Collation and analysis of the data
 Excel will be used for quantitative analysis and MS Word for thematic coding
of qualitative data
 This design was chosen to achieve the research aims and ensure accuracy,
objectivity and reliability
 Biases acknowledged
Potential to Contribute to the Body of Knowledge on Wine:
Explain how this Research Paper will add to the current body of knowledge on this
subject. (approximately 100 words)
This research will identify:
 Key competitors and their strategies towards luxury wine promotion
 Whether there is potential for market growth of ALW in the US
 Whether the current offering of ALW is aligned with the demands of the
markets
 Strengths of ALW producers offering to market
 Barriers to growth for ALW producers in these key markets
 Challenges faced by US importers of ALW
 Emerging trends in the US market for luxury wine
The research will increase Australian producers’ knowledge of US importer
requirements in order to tailor their luxury offering to the needs of importers in the
competitive US market.

Saturation of data leading to redundancy in interviews of similar populations (US
importers) is typically reached by 12 interviews giving statistical validity (Guest et al,
2006, p.65)
24 “Quota” selects a sample group from an established category considered
important for inclusion, while “purposive” consists of a handpicked selection
(Denscombe, 2010, pp. 34-36).
25 Six key states representing the highest number of imports and sales for imported wine in both
value and volume (BIG 2015 & WA 2015)
26 Andreas Clarke CEO of WA identified these as the priority markets in the US for
Australian wine (WA, Media Release, Sep 15).
27 California 327, New York 191, Florida 128, Illinois 72, New Jersey 52, Texas 47 (Best
Wine Imports (BWI) 2014).
23
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Proposed Time Schedule/Programme:
This section should provide a summary of the time schedule for the research, analysis
and write-up of the Research Paper and should indicate approximate dates with key
deliverables.(approximately 100 words)
December 2015 – Disseminate survey. Transcribe and collate additional interview.
Complete writing of introduction and literature review.
Jan 2016 – Analysis and reporting of survey findings. Begin writing of findings and
presentation of results data. Write methodology.
Feb-Apr 2016 – Continue writing of final paper and presentation of graphs and
findings.
1 May 2016 – Approval from advisor to submit in June, confirm to institute via advisor
June 2016 submission.
3 June 2016 – Submit final paper to advisor. Rewrite any amendments or revisions
after final consultation with advisor.
3 July 2016 – Finished paper submitted to moderators via advisor.
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G. Survey cover letter
January 4, 2016

Dear Respondent,

I am a master of wine candidate in the third and final phase of the
examination, the research paper. I am conducting a market study of US
importers in the top six key US states for value and volume wine imports and
sales. This research project is self-funded and for strict examination purposes.
The objective of the research project is to assess the prospects for growth of
Australian luxury wine among US importers in the key markets. Luxury wine is
defined as US$20 per bottle US retail and above or AU$10 per litre and
above, free on board (FOB).

The survey can be taken on any computer or mobile device and will take on
average fifteen minutes to complete. The survey will be open for three weeks.

By completing and submitting this survey, you are indicating your consent to
participate in the study. Your participation is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

MW Candidate
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H. Survey questionnaire
Survey questionnaire:
1. Considering imported luxury wine in your portfolio – please rank each
country’s importance as a supplier of luxury wine. With 1 (least) and 5
(most).
2. Which variety/ies do you MOST associate with LUXURY from each
country? Select as many as relevant.

3. In your opinion, which country is the biggest competitor to Australian
luxury wine? Select only one. Choices: France, Italy, Spain, Germany,
Australia, Argentina, Chile, New Zealand, South Africa, USA.
4. How would you rate the following countries in terms of their overall
performance in the LUXURY wine category? (Please take into account
value for money as well as quality, diversity etc) Choices: France, Italy,
Spain, Germany, Australia, Argentina, Chile, New Zealand, South
Africa, USA.
5. How many Australian producers do you currently represent? <5, 5-10,
10-20, >20. How many ALW in your portfolio? 0, 0-5, 5-10,10-25, 25+.
6. Which Australian regions are most identified as luxury wine suppliers in
your mind?
7. What red variety is most associated with ALW in your portfolio and
mind? If any particular
a. For what white variety? If any in particular?
8. In your opinion, should Australia continue to use the varietal moniker
‘Shiraz’ or ‘Syrah’ for its luxury wines in the US market? Choices:
a. Shiraz
b. Syrah
c. Doesn’t matter
d. Depends on the style (example: Syrah for mid-weight, lighter
alcohol peppery styles; Shiraz for full-bodied ripe styles)
e. Depends on the price. (Shiraz for under US$15 retail; Syrah for
over US$15)
9. Would Australia’s luxury wine image benefit from focusing promotions
and offerings on varieties outside of ‘noble’ varieties (eg Tempranillo,
Sangiovese, Fiano, Vermentino)?
10. What styles of ALW would you like to be offered more? Please rate on
a scale from 1 (no interest) to 5 (extremely interested)
a. Cool climate styles
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b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Lower alcohol styles (below 13.5% abv)
Natural wines
Sparkling wines
Alternative varieties (eg, Tempranillo, Fiano, Nero d’Avola)
Single vineyard wines
Old vine
Organic wines
Biodynamic wines

11. Select the luxury red and white wines you would like to be offered more
of from each Australian region. Select as many varieties as relevant to
the region of interest.
12. Have you increased your Australian luxury wine offering in the last 5
years? Choices:
a. Declined in this time
b. No – stable
c. Yes last 3 years
d. Yes last 5 years
13. Which of the following statements best represents your views of the
prospects for Australian luxury wine in the US market?
a. High likelihood of strong growth across all US market sectors
b. Potential for good growth in most US market sectors
c. Potential for growth in certain US market sectors
d. Destined to be a niche product in few US market sectors
e. Destined to lose market share in US
14. How can Australia most effectively grow market share in the US luxury
wine category? Please rate each strategy from 1 (very ineffective) to 5
(very effective)
a. Trade education
b. Consumer education
c. Improving distribution
d. Discounting
e. Investing in brand building
f. Investing in market manager or ambassador
g. Promoting regionality
h. Producer visits to market
i. More regional advertising in trade magazine and in market
j. Promoting artisanal winemakers rather than big brands
15. Please select the most accurate response to each statement.
a. Australian luxury wine is stylistically suited to the current US
market trends
b. Australian luxury wine is often over priced
c. Australian luxury wine is well represented in the US wine media
d. Australian wine media reviews are irrelevant in the US market
e. Australian is effective at communicating the quality of Australian
wine and the diversity of its regions and styles
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f. Australia is effective at engaging the US media and tastemakers
g. Australian producers have little to no understanding of the US
market
16. Please select the most appropriate response to each statement.
a. Distributors are not interested in building brands
b. Distributors are reluctant to accept unknown brands or brands
without US wine media endorsements
c. Small-medium producers tend to get lost in the large books of
national or multi-region distributors
d. Australian producers need to spend more time in the US market
building their brand and brand Australia
e. Australian producers would benefit from having a North
American market manager to work alongside importers and
assist in creating distributor sales
17. Stylistically the weaknesses surrounding Australian luxury wines are;
(select as many as required)
a. Wine are too ripe and high in alcohol
b. Wines are over oaked and extracted
c. Too much reduction due to screw cap closures
d. Lack of balance and restraint in wines
e. Lack of interesting varieties and styles
f. Lack of freshness and acidity
g. Lack of in-trade understanding surrounding cool climate regions
and styles
h. Absence of small artisan producers in the US market
18. Please respond to the following statements, which relate to stylistic
diversity in the luxury wine category. Responses include: Strongly
disagree, Disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Agree, Strongly agree.
a. Diversity is an advantage because it helps establish a reputation
for quality
b. Diversity is an advantage because different styles suit different
market sectors
c. Category diversity is irrelevant; individual brands are what
matter most
d. Diversity is a disadvantage because it can confuse consumers
19. What are your biggest concerns and issues with importing Australian
luxury wines? Select as many as relevant.
a. Currency fluctuations and pricing
b. Distributor/wholesaler reluctance to range
c. Negative image amongst trade
d. Lack of producer support in the US market
e. Lack of education surrounding Australian quality wine regions
and styles
f. Lack of Australian wine trade body support in market
g. Lack of US wine media coverage
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20. How significant are the following challenges for Australian luxury wine
in the US market?
a. Global competition in luxury wine
b. Domestic competition in luxury wine
c. Prices are often too high
d. Australia is associated mainly with entry level wines
e. Lack of clear quality stepping stones (eg, region, AVA, single
vineyard, classification system)
f. US trade prefers domestic or French wine for noble/international
varieties above US$20 retail
g. Australia lacks regional diversity among its offerings
h. Australia lacks stylistic diversity among its offerings
i. Australian wine is perceived as being too high in alcohol
21. What state are you based in?
22. How many years has your company been in operation?
a. Less than 5
b. 5-10
c. 10-20
d. 20+
23. What is the size of your import portfolio?
a. Less than 50 producers
b. 50-100
c. 100+ producers
24. Do you consider yourself a specialist importer representing a certain
style or country? If yes, please select those you specialize in.
25. What do you consider the best market channels to grow ALW in the
US?
a. Multiple Specialist
b. Big Box
c. Independent retailer
d. On-line Retail
e. Mass on-trade
f. Upmarket on-trade
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I. Interviewed importer cohort
Importer
Old Bridge Cellars
Southern Starz
Sorting Table
Quintessential Wines
H. Mercer Imports
Hudson Wine Brokers
Majestic
Epic
Klassen Imports
World Wine Head
Quarters
Little Peacock
Michael Skurnik
AI Selections
Fine Wine Agency
Vintus
American Estate Wines
Vine Street Imports
Fredrick Wildman
Premier Augustan
Broadbent Selections
Cream
Tenzing
BevCo
Glazers

Contact

Interview Date

Rob Buono
John Gorman
Ted Wynot
Dennis Kreps
Mark Huddleston
Tom Donegan
Patty Wallace
Alan Crawford
Brian Klassen
Bill Rumbold

Jan 28 2015
Jan 29 2015
Feb 02 2015
Feb 11 2015
Mar 24 2015
Jan 26 2015
Nov 26 2015
Dec 15 2015
Jan 11 2016
Dec 7 2015

Gordon Little
Harmon Skurnik
David Cunningham
Anthony Allport
Michael Quintas
Tony Scott
Ronnie Sanders
John Seller
Laetiticia Sawyer
Greg Perkins
Mark Payne
Jean Stiles
Adam Powers
Alan Green

Jan 7 2016
Jan 15 2015
Jan 14 2015
Jan 14 2015
Jan 15 2015
Jan 20 2015
Jan 11 2016
Jan 19 2015
Dec 8 2015
Dec 15 2015
Dec 16 2015
Jan 12 2016
Dec 17 2015
Dec 10 2015
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J. Interview questions
Qualitative questions and themes based around the research questions.
Suggestions and recommendations for change within the ALW category for
producers and Wine Australia were encouraged.
1. Who are the key competitors to ALW?
a. Biggest luxury competitors and why?
b. Biggest competitors to ALW by varietal origin?
c. What are Australia’s luxury varietal associations?
2. Which ALW’s do importers currently represent?
a. Do you consider yourself a NW specialist importer? An
Australian import specialist, or have you been?
b. How many ALW’s do you represent in your portfolio?
c. What variety and region is most associated with ALW?
3. What is the current and future demand for ALW?
a. Has your ALW offering increased or are you seeking
offerings for category expansion?
b. What styles and varieties are you seeking for expansion?
c. What styles and varieties are currently selling in your
portfolio and what are not?
d. How important is labeling and labeling nomenclature;
example Syrah or Shiraz on luxury wine labels?
4. What are the major challenges for US importers and how can they
be addressed?
a. What are the major challenges for you as importers
impacting the growth of the ALW category in the US?
b. What can be done to address these issues?
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K. Additional interview comments
1. Who are the key competitors to ALW?
a. Biggest imported luxury wine competitors and why?
CA Importer – Huddleston – “France’s quality is easily understood. Australia
needs a quality system based around its historical vineyard legacies, ownrooted old vines, ancient soils, dry grown vineyards'”
CA Importer – Buono – “France. Australia lacks clear quality stepping-stones,
its wine quality and pricing is not clear to the trade”
NJ Importer – Sanders – “France. Australia has such amazing ancient soils
that are entirely unique to the wine growing planet and they need to
communicate this better”
FL Importer – Perkins – “France. Australia should speak more of its old vine
and own-rooted legacy. Australia needs to communicate its uniqueness more
effectively. South Africa has been extremely effective at this.”

b. Biggest new world luxury wine competitors and why?
CA Importer, Buono - "Australia needs to know its competitors better. Does
Australia want to be globally successful? The US is a global market."
CA Importer, Klassen - "California doesn't require an importer or distributor
and they can sell to the end consumer 90% of their sales are domestic"

c. Biggest competitors to ALW by varietal origin?
CA Importer, Donegan - "Domestic wines rhone varietals are competing with
Australia the most."
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d. What are Australia’s luxury varietal associations?
CA Importer, Marlin – “Trade cannot confidently sell Australian Semillon, as its
flavour changes so drastically with bottle age”.

2. Which ALW’s do importers currently represent?
a. What ALW is Australia most associated with?
CA Importer, Marlin – “Shiraz is very slow, except for our luxury limited
releases like Henschke which we get very little of.”
NJ Importer, Sanders – “Shiraz is selling but only if its cool climate styles or
labelled Syrah.”
NY Importer, Little – “Cool climate Shiraz is selling but its still little
understood.”
NY Importer, Skurnik – “The trade are just not interested in Australian Shiraz
despite the quality”
FL Importer, Sawyer – “We're excited by Tasmania Pinot Noir.”

3. What is the current and future demand for ALW?
a. Is there increased trade interest in the ALW offering?
CA Importer, Marlin – “In cool climate styles and luxury and icon releases,
yes.”
NJ Importer, Sanders – “My portfolio is known for being new modern natural
Australia, so yes for those styles.”
CA Importer, Huddleston – “I’m having success with Semillon and Marsanne.”
NY Importer, Little – “Vermentino and Fiano are creating interest and sales.”
CA Importer, Donegan – “Zibbibo is selling for us and some amphora wines.”
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b. Has your ALW offering increased or are you seeking
offerings for category expansion?
CA Importer, Huddlestion – “I’m looking for more alternative varieties.”
CA Importer, Wynot – “I’m looking for cool climate Pinot Noir.”

c. What styles and varieties are currently selling in your
portfolio and what are not?
CA Importer, Klassen – “Shiraz is very slow.”
CA Importer, Crawford – “Traditional bigger Australian styles are not moving,
I’m not looking to expand my offering.”
d. How important is labeling and labeling nomenclature;
example Syrah or Shiraz on luxury wine labels?
NY Importer, Skurnik – “Not very, shiraz or Syrah - Australia is just not of
interest right now.”
IL Importer, Stiles – “Syrah is gaining some interest.”

4. What are the major challenges for US importers and how can
they be addressed?
a. What are the major challenges for you as importers
impacting the growth of the ALW category in the US?
CA Importer, Donegan – “Its hard to compete with the EU campaigns, there
are just not enough Aussies in the market.”
CA Importer, Huddleston – “No relationship exists between ALW producers
and the US trade or wine media, producers need to invest in having a market
presence if ALW is to grow and Australia’s image is to change”.
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IL Importer, Stiles – “The EU marketing and education spends for the US
market are very effective at keeping their wines affordable and front of mind”.
CA Importer, Buono – “EU investment in advertorials and tastings means
there's a continued market presence”.

b. What can be done to address these issues?
NY Importer, Little – “There is just no AU presence not in the form of tastings
or producers in market”.
TX Importer, Green – “Tastings and investment in tours to regions is the most
effective way to help importers.”
NY Importer, Allport – “More education. Even in NYC, trade know only
Barossa and McLaren Vale, the trade feels there is only one region and style
on offer.”
IL Importer, Stiles – “More education and market managers, someone to work
with and educate distributors.”
FL Importer, Perkins – “Better education and more visibility in market.
Someone in the market to work alongside distributors.”
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L. Importer market demographics
Key importing
States

Importers per
State

Responses
per State

California
Florida
Illinois
New Jersey
New York
Texas
Total

311
133
72
53
193
56
818

116
46
30
17
41
12
262

% of total
importers in
state
37%
34.5%
42%
32%
21%
21%

% of total
responses by
state
44%
18%
11%
6.5%
16.5%
4%

Table 6.1 Geographical distributions of respondents by state and responses per state
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